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the removal of the hydrogen, which Is by far the	con-
stituent of the mixture, a matter of considerable
The most effective way I know of increasing the	of
X$ Is irst to remove the oxygen, then to put the mixture of
H2 and X3 Into a vessel to which a palladium tube is	;
when the palladium is heated to redness the hydrogen
through it much more rapidly than the XgJ though	of
this gas can get through the palladium.    The result is
the gas left behind In the vessel contains a much greater pro-
portion of X3 than it did before.    The preponderance of H,,
in' the original mixture is, however, so great, that even by
means I have not been able to prepare any sample in which
the hydrogen was not greatly in excess.
Another interesting property is that the Xs almost dis-
appears when placed in a quartz tube with some copper oxide
and the whole heated to a red heat.
In the absence of oxygen and copper oxide X3 may be
heated to a high temperature without destruction. Summing
up the results we see that when hydrogen is present In the
substance bombarded a continuous supply of X3 can be obtained,
while from substances which do not contain hydrogen the
supply is soon exhausted. Again, under certain conditions
such as exposure to bright light, vigorous sparking in the
presence of oxygen, contact with glowing copper oxide, X^
combines with oxygen. These results seem to me to point
to the conclusion that Xg is tri-atomic hydrogen Hr If this
is so, its properties are very interesting. Unlike O3 its exist-
ence cannot be reconciled with the ordinary views about
valency. If, however, we regard an atom of hydrogen as con-
sisting of a positive nucleus and one negative corpuscle, it will
exert forces analogous to those excited by a magnet and I can
see no reason why a group of three of these arranged so that
their axes form a closed ring should not form a stable ar-
rangement.

